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� A dynamic solar hydrogen processing plant model is developed and presented.

� Hysteresis observed in position of operating point in response to perturbations demonstrating a control challenge.

� The dynamic behavior is dependent on the operating point relative to the temperature stationary point.

� The opportunities for co-generation of hydrogen and heat from a thermally integrated system is found to be promising.
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Understanding the dynamic response of a solar fuel processing system utilizing concen-

trated solar radiation and made of a thermally-integrated photovoltaic (PV) and water

electrolyzer (EC) is important for the design, development and implementation of this

technology. A detailed dynamic non-linear process model is introduced for the funda-

mental system components (i.e. PV, EC, pump etc.) in order to investigate the coupled

system behavior and performance synergy notably arising from the thermal integration.

The nominal hydrogen production power is ~2 kW at a hydrogen system efficiency of 16

e21% considering a high performance triple junction III-V PV module and a proton ex-

change membrane EC. The device operating point relative to the maximum power point of

the PV was shown to have a differing influence on the system performance when subject to

temperature changes. The non-linear coupled behavior was characterised in response to

step changes in water flowrate and solar irradiance and hysteresis of the current-voltage

operating point was demonstrated. Whilst the system responds thermally to changes in

operating conditions in the range of 0.5e2 min which leads to advantageously short start-

up times, a number of control challenges are identified such as the impact of pump failure,

electrical PV-EC disconnection, and the potentially damaging accentuated temperature rise

at lower water flowrates. Finally, the simulation of co-generation of heat and hydrogen for

various operating conditions demonstrates the significant potential for system efficiency

enhancements and the required development of control strategies for demand matching is

discussed.
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Introduction

One successful route to high efficiency solar-to-hydrogen

conversion is the coupling of multi-junction photovoltaic

(PV) cells to a water electrolyzer (EC) [1]. Whilst the current

economic feasibility of solar hydrogen remains a topic of

debate [2], costs of both the PV and EC components are

reducing [3e6], and therefore it is a promising technology to

realize the sustainable production of a critical chemical

feedstock and potentially important energy carrier.

The thermal integration of the two energy conversion steps

(i.e. solar energy to charge carriers, and charge carriers to

chemical energy) has been shown to have a synergistic effect

on the device performance, through both modeling [7e9] and

experimental demonstration [8]. Here, we introduce a dy-

namic process model for a thermally and electrically inte-

grated PV and electrolyzer (EC) operating under high solar

concentrations. High optical concentration of solar radiation

has the potential to be more economically competitive

through the reduction in required photoabsorber material

[10], however with the additional challenges associated with

thermal management and higher current densities.

The main rationale for selecting a compact proton ex-

change membrane (PEM) EC for electrical and thermal

coupling to the concentrated PV (CPV) is that external heat is

often required for smaller stack sizes to maintain operating

temperature [11]. Higher than ambient temperatures are ad-

vantageous as this reduces the irreversible energetic conver-

sion losses in the EC by improving the kinetics and reducing
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membrane conductivity. Furthermore, PEM ECs have a fast

response time and larger operational dynamic range, making

this technology more suited to coupling with intermittent

renewable power sources.

Fig. 1 shows the process flow diagram of our thermally

integrated solar hydrogen processing system. Distilled water

is pumped from the storage tank, through the deionizers and

to the thermally integrated device consisting of a directly

electrically connected PVmodule and an EC stack. Heat is then

removed from the resulting oxygen-water stream with a heat

exchanger before being transferred to a water-gas separator

and subsequently compressed for storage. The hydrogen-

water stream is passed directly to a water-gas separator

before compression and storage. All water removed from the

gas streams can then be recycled (only shown for the O2

stream in Fig. 1 as this is the only stream that contains a

significant flowrate of water).

In order to investigate the fundamental dynamics of the

system, only key components (PV, EC, pump and piping) are

selected from the complete generic system. This simplifica-

tion means the dynamic behavior intrinsic to the proposed

device can be studied whilst neglecting the extraneous

downstream components, such as the liquid-gas separation

and end user dependent gas processing steps. All the neglec-

ted components can be designed to meet the requirements

imposed by the PV-EC dynamics studied herein. Furthermore,

the power requirements of neglected components are not

included and these include the energy requirements of gas

drying and the biaxial solar tracking etc. Whilst these energy

requirements may be significant and dependent on the
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configuration and fuel consumer, they will not affect the basis

of this study: the fundamental dynamics of the thermally in-

tegrated PV-EC system.

Whilst simulation and optimisation of PV þ EC with and

without power conversion technologies is an established field

[12e16], there have been relatively few studies looking at the

synergistic thermal integration of PV-thermal and EC technol-

ogies [9,17]. Furthermore, thedetaileddynamicbehavior isoften

neglectedon thebasisof reducingmodel complexity for coupled

PV-EC systems. As the system considered here is thermally in-

tegrated, the concentrated solar irradiance and operating con-

ditions will significantly impact the operating temperatures,

and hence it is expected to exhibit a dynamic response to a far

greater extent than for non-concentrating PV fields coupled to

power electronics and a temperature controlled EC. As

comprehensively reviewed by Carmo et al. [18] there have been

many time-dependentmodels ofvaryingapproachesdeveloped

for PEM ECs [19e24], but there have been no dynamicmodels of

thermally coupled PV-EC using concentrated solar radiation.

Whilst each component model is based directly on previous

studies or the amalgamation of previous studies and heat

transfer modeling, this model is original in its combination of

components and integrated complexity. The dynamic behavior

of the considered system: a thermally integrated and directly

electrically coupled CPV þ EC device has not yet been reported

either theoreticallyorexperimentally.Therefore, thismodelwill

facilitate new insight into the expected dynamic phenomena,

highlight the synergistic effect of the integration and assess the

impact on the system performance, and to discuss the conse-

quences on the control strategy.
Model description

The modeled system is comprised of the following key com-

ponents: 1) a high efficiency solar parabolic dish (estimated

86% mean optical efficiency), 2) a triple-junction (InGaP/

InGaAs/Ge) concentrator solar module (30e36% solar-to-

electricity efficiency at maximum power point), 3) a proton

exchange membrane (PEM) EC (50e70% electricity-to-

hydrogen efficiency based on Gibbs energy), and 4) auxiliary

components such as a pump, piping and heat exchanger (HX)

for heat recovery (assuming ideal effectiveness). The system

was designed with a nominal hydrogen production power of

approximately 2 kW under high solar irradiance (~1 kW m�2).

PV module

Electrical model
A triple junction PV cell can be modeled as three single diode

equivalent circuits (Eq. (1)) electrically coupled in series [25].

The current Ii and voltage Vi relation of a single junction

subcell i of the triple junction requires knowledge of the

reverse saturation current, Io,i, series resistance, Rs,i, elemen-

tary charge, q, ideality factor, ni, and Boltzmann constant kB. It

is assumed that the photo-current IL,i is equal to the short

circuit current Isc,i and that the shunt resistance Rsh,i is large.

All junctions are assumed to be at the same temperature TPV.

Current matching of the subcell junctions are enforced by the

equation: I1 ¼ I2 ¼ I3.
Ii ¼ IL;i � Io;i

�
exp

�
qðVi þ IiRs;iÞ

nikBTPV

�
� 1

�
� Vi þ IiRs;i

Rsh;i
(1)

The short circuit current is assumed to be linearly pro-

portional to the solar irradiance concentration, C [26]. C is a

multiple of standard 1 Sun conditions where 1 Sun is equal to

0.9 kW m�2 (AM1.5D [27]). Temperature dependence of the

short circuit current is approximated to be linear [28] within a

defined temperature range where mIsc is a temperature

dependent proportionality coefficient.

The diode reverse saturation current for junction i is a

function of TPV, bandgap Eg,i and a number of constants ki, gi, ni
(Eq. (2)).

Io;i ¼ APV;cellkiT
ð3þgi=2Þ
PV exp

� �Eg;i

nikBTPV

�
(2)

The temperature dependence of the cell bandgap Eg,i is

commonly expressed as a function of TPV, the bandgap at

absolute zero Eg (0 K) and twomaterial dependent properties a

and s as detailed by Varshni [29].

As the top two layers are semiconductor alloys, the

bandgap can be approximated with a linear superposition of

the properties of two constituent semiconductors (where x is

the molar fraction of one of the semiconductors) and a

correction factor fEg [30].

EgðA1�xBxÞ ¼ ð1�xÞEgðAÞ þ xEgðBÞ � xð1�xÞfEg (3)

A PVmodule is composed ofNPV,s number of triple junction

equivalent circuit in series to make a single ‘string’ and NPV,p

number of ‘strings’ in parallel. The PV module electrical po-

tential VPV ¼ NPV,sVPV, cell and current IPV ¼ NPV,pIPV, cell are

calculated accordingly. In order to reducemodel complexity, it

was assumed that all triple junction cells are identically per-

forming and are homogeneously irradiated. However, it is

important to note that this condition may not be met under a

realistic solar flux distribution and should be studied further

in future work. The PVmodule temperature TPV is equal to the

individual PV cells' temperature.

Thermal model
As high solar concentration ratios are considered in this work

(>150), the CPV module will require active cooling [31]. The

CPV module consists of 1) PV module comprised of various

triple-junctions cells which are thermally bonded to a 2)

copper heat sink which is cooled by 3) water. Therefore, a 0-

dimensional thermal resistance model is employed where

the PV module, the heat sink (HS) and the inlet/outlet cooling

water (CW) are each defined by a temperature. This implies a

homogeneous temperature distribution over the solar cells

(i.e. input light is assumed uniform) and heat sink (justified by

the high thermal conductivity of copper). The following three

heat balances can bewritten as Eq. (4-6) whereHCW,inlet/outlet is

the inlet/outlet enthalpy of the cooling water, Psolar,PV is the

total solar input power to the module. fabs is the fraction of

light incident which is absorbed and the subscript “amb” de-

notes the ambient surroundings. Accumulation of heat is only

considered in the heat sink, as it has a significant thermal

mass CHS.
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0 ¼ fabsPsolar;PV � VPVIPV � QPV/HS (4)

CHS
dTHS

dt
¼ QPV/HS � QHS/CW � QHS/amb (5)

0 ¼ HCW;inlet � HCW;outlet þ QHS/CW (6)

Heat transfer between the PV and the heat sink is due to

thermal conduction (Eq. (7)). UPV/HS is the overall heat

transfer coefficient and APV is the heat transfer area (i.e. the

contacting area of the PV module). This heat transfer coeffi-

cient is considered constant over the temperature range and is

calculated in the Supporting Information according to Ther-

istis et al. [32].

QPV/HS ¼ UPV/HSAPVðTPV �THSÞ (7)

The overall heat transfer coefficient for heat sink to

ambient surroundings will be a function of wind speed, hu-

midity etc. [33]. However, this dependence was neglected (i.e.

(UA)HS/amb assumed constant) given the dominance of the

convective heat transfer to the cooling water.

QHS/amb ¼ ðUAÞHS/ambðTHS �TambÞ (8)

Forced convection through a micro-channeled heat sink is

a proven method of cooling CPVs [31,34], and in this work we

calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient and friction

factor based on multiple thin channels on the backside of the

heat sink.

This convective heat transfer is then expressed as Eq. (9)

where the heat exchanger effectiveness 3 for a heat ex-

changers with a single heat transfer fluid (i.e. a heater or

cooler) is given by Eq. (10).

QHS/CW ¼ 3cp;CW _mCWðTHS �TCW;inletÞ (9)

3¼ 1� expð�NTUÞ (10)

The Number of Transfer Units (NTU) is given by Eq. (11)

where cp,CW is defined as the mean specific heat capacity at

constant pressure over the temperature range and AHS as the

interfacial heat exchange surface area.

NTU ¼ hoUHS/CWAHS

cp;CW _mCW
(11)

Assuming the overall heat transfer coefficient UHS/CW is

dominated by the interfacial convective transport, UHS/CW

can be calculated from Nusselt number correlations for fully

developed laminar flow rectangular channels [35]. As detailed

in the Supporting Information, an overall surface fin efficiency

ho is calculated assuming straight fins with an adiabatic tip to

correct for the temperature distribution across the micro-

channel fins [36]. Additionally, the energy balance over the

cooling water is found in the Supporting Information.

Mass and momentum model
Within the operating conditions considered (<100 �C), water

can be considered incompressible and therefore there is no

mass accumulation of water within the CPV module. The

pressure drop is given by the DarcyeWeisbach equation (Eq.

(12)), where r is the fluid density and the friction factor fD can
be computed from empirical correlations for rectangular

channels [35]. The mean velocity v within the channel of

cross-sectional area AHS,cross and length L is calculated with

v ¼ _m=rAHS;cross. Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel.

Dp ¼ fD
Lrv2

2Dh
(12)

PEM electrolyzer

Electrical model
The electrochemical performance of the PEM EC is coupled

with a mass conservation model in order to simulate the dy-

namic behavior. The voltage vs. current dynamic response of a

PEM EC is commonly assumed to be instantaneous [37] and

therefore will be modeled with a time-invariant model.

Consequently, any dynamics observed in the electrical vari-

ableswill result from time-variant parameters (e.g. the species

concentration, temperature, pressure etc.).

The overall chemical reaction in the EC is H2O/H2þ 1/2O2

and for every molecule of hydrogen formed, two electrons

must be transferred between the electrodes (ne� ¼ 2). As this

water splitting reaction is non-spontaneous (DG > 0) in the

temperature range considered, a negative cell potential is

required to drive the reaction. For simplicity, we will express

the cell potential as positive voltages. The EC's cell potential

VEC,cell required to pass a given current can be written as the

sum of the thermodynamic requirement, the redox potential

Eredox, the electrochemical kinetics and the ohmic over-

potentials. The concentration overpotential (due to mass

transfer effects) is neglected as the typical current densities of

commercial PEM ECs are sufficiently below the limiting cur-

rent density [21,38].

The Nernst equation (Eq. (13)) relates the (reversible) elec-

trochemical redox potential of water splitting Eredox to the

standard electrode potential Eo for the operating conditions

(TEC, pH2 , pO2 , assuming the activity of water aH2O ¼ 1). The

temperature dependence of the standard electrode potential

and the thermo-neutral potential are commonly expressed in

the form of Eqs. (14) and (15), where the fitted parameters are

calculated from thermophysical properties of water provided

by NIST [39].

Eredox ¼ Eo þ RTEC

ne�F
ln

 
pH2

p1=2
O2

aH_2O

!
(13)

Eo ¼ 1:229� 0:827� 10�3ðTEC � 298Þ (14)

Eth ¼ 1:481� 0:164� 10�3ðTEC � 298Þ (15)

The kinetic overpotential term is defined as the sum of the

oxygen evolution reaction and hydrogen evolution reaction

overpotentials, each of which can be related to the current via

the Tafel equation. This simplification of the Butler-Volmer

equation is valid as the normal operating range of PEM ECs

means that low currents are inadvisable due to a resulting

higher concentration of H2 in the output O2 stream.

hkinetic ¼
RTEC

aaneF
ln

�
iEC;cell
io;a

�
þ RTEC

acneF
ln

�
iEC;cell
io;c

�
(16)
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The temperature dependence of the anodic and cathodic

exchange current density can be modeled using an Arrhenius

type equation [7,21,40] where Ea is the activation energy and

io,ref is the exchange current density at a reference tempera-

ture Tref.

The ohmic overpotential is given by the sum of the ohmic

losses in the PEM (Rm) and in the external electrical circuit

(Rexternal). The electrolytic resistance of the PEM (Eq. (17)) is a

function of the membrane thickness dm, the geometric cell

area AEC,cell and the membrane conductivity sm.

Rm ¼ dm

AEC;cellsm
(17)

The membrane conductivity sm (in S cm�1) can be calcu-

lated using the empirical correlation given in Eq. (18) as a

function of temperature TEC and the degree of humidification

lm [41].

sm ¼ ð0:00514lm �0:00326Þexp
�
1268

�
1

303
� 1
TEC

��
(18)

Finally, the electrolyzer is comprised of NEC,s number of

cells in series tomake an electrolyzer stack. The stack potential

VEC ¼ NEC,sVEC,cell and the stack current IEC ¼ AEC,celliEC,cell are

calculated accordingly.

Thermal model
The energy conservation in the electrolyzer is given in Eq. (19)

where it is assumed the thermal mass CEC is constant over the

operational temperature range.

CEC
dTEC

dt
¼ Qgen � Qloss � Qfluid;a � Qfluid;c (19)

The heat generated (or consumed) by the kinetic and ohmic

losses of the reaction Qgen is given by Eq. (20). The electrolyzer

stack is considered to be well insulated and therefore the heat

lost to the environment Qloss is assumed to be zero. The heat

transferred to the fluid in the anodic and cathodic chambers

are given in Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), respectively. The driving

temperature difference for heat transfer to the fluid is defined

as the difference between the (uniform) cathode or anode

chamber fluid temperature and the EC stack temperature.

Qgen ¼ AEC;celliEC;cellNEC;sðVEC;cell �EthÞ (20)

Qfluid;a ¼ ðUAÞfluid;aðTEC �Tfluid;out;aÞ (21)

Qfluid;c ¼ ðUAÞfluid;cðTEC �Tfluid;out;cÞ (22)

Mass, energy and momentum model of fluid streams
The mass and energy conservation model was applied to the

anodic and cathodic chamber separately. For all components i,

a component mass balance can be specified in Eq. (23) where

Mi, xinlet/outlet,i, _minlet=outlet, Mw,i and vi are the accumulated

mass of i, mass fraction of i, total mass flowrate, molecular

weight of i, stoichiometry coefficient of component i, respec-

tively. Rrxn is the molar reaction rate and is calculated using

Faraday's law of electrolysis: Rrxn ¼ (hFIECNEC,s)/(neF).
dMi

dt
¼ xinlet;i _minlet � xoutlet;i _moutlet þMw;iviRrxn (23)

Assuming ideal mixing, the total anodic or cathodic

chamber volume is the sum of the component volumes (Eq.

(24)). It was assumed a negligibly small fraction of the cham-

ber is compressible (following ideal gas law) which circum-

vented the need for two separate models for incompressible

and compressible flow to account for gas production discon-

tinuities (e.g. during start-up or shut-down). This fraction was

set to be 0.1% of the total chamber volume at ambient con-

ditions as compromise between model robustness and accu-

racy. The ideal component volumes are calculated using

Vi ¼ Mi/ri where the density is a function of chamber pressure

and temperature.

Vtotal ¼
X
i

ðViÞ þ Vcompressible (24)

The energy balance over the EC chamber is given in Eq. (25).

The energy accumulated Eholdup can be related to the state

variable of the accumulated mass through Eq. (26) where the

specific enthalpy in the chamber is calculated through an

empirical correlation (e.g. h ¼ f (T, P, x)).

dEholdup

dt
¼ hinlet _minlet � houtlet _moutlet þ Qfluid (25)

Eholdup ¼ Mtotalh� PVtotal (26)

The gas crossover through the membrane has been iden-

tified as a problem in PEM ECs [42] and impacts the operational

range of PEM ECs. Whilst this mass transport across the

membrane is neglected in this study, the typical operational

range of PEM ECs (10e100% of nominal power [18]) imposed by

this phenomenon is considered.

The pressure drop over the anodic chamber of the EC is

complex to model from first principles due to the two phase

flow during gas production, entrance effects and complex

geometry of flow plate. Therefore computational fluid dy-

namics is typically employed. We used a phenomenological

model to obtain an order of magnitude pressure drop shown

in Eq. (27) whereQL is the liquid volumetric flowrate, Kflow is an

empirical flow coefficient and aflow is flow exponent deter-

mined by the flow regime (i.e. laminar, turbulent). This model

assumes that the fluid passes through the NEC,s number of

cells in parallel, the flow is laminar in the channels (aflow ¼ 1

[43]) and that the pressure drop is independent of the gas

production rate. Furthermore, the pressure drop in the

cathodic chamber is neglected.

Dp ¼ Kflow

�
QL

NEC;s

�aflow

(27)

Auxiliary components

Solar dish
The solar parabolic dish receives the Direct Normal Irradiance

(DNI) and reflects this towards the CPV module. The total
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amount of solar power transferred to the CPV, Qsolar/CPV, is

calculated by Eq. (28), where Adish is the area of light collected

by the dish. The optical efficiency hopt can be decomposed into

the multiplication of the solar weighted reflectance rs, the

intercept factor gdish and a dish cleanliness factor hclean

(typically between 0.7 and 1 [44]).

Qsolar/CPV ¼ rsgdishhclean

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{hopt

Adish �DNI (28)

Pump
Pumping power can be calculated from Eq. (29), where hpump is

the pump efficiency and is assumed constant. Fpump is the

volumetric flowrate and Dpsys is the total pressure drop over

the system (i.e. piping, PV and EC).

Ppump ¼ DpsysFpump

hpump

(29)

Piping
The gPROMS process model library pipe component [45] was

used where the Haaland equation (Eq. (30)) calculates the

turbulent flowDarcy friction factor fD from the roughness εpipe
and internal diameter dpipe. The pressure drop is then calcu-

lated using the DarcyeWeisbach equation (Eq. (12)).

1ffiffiffiffiffi
fD

p ¼ �1:8log

"�
εpipe

�
dpipe

3:7

�1:11

þ 6:9
Re

#
(30)

Efficiency definitions

The overall system solar-to-hydrogen efficiency is defined by

Eq. (31) using the Gibbs free energy of water electrolysis

(DGrxn ¼ 237.1 J mol�1). The thermal system efficiency is

defined by Eq. (32) where QHX is the useful thermal power

extracted from the heat exchanger (HX). The total input solar

power Psolar is defined based on the DNI (Psolar ¼ DNI� pD2
dish=

4). In this work, only the pumping power Ppump is considered

(i.e. Pother ¼ 0). The system efficiency of co-generation of heat

and fuel is then defined as hsys ¼ hH2
þ hthermal.

hH2
¼ RrxnDGrxn

Psolar þ Ppump þ Pother
(31)

hthermal ¼
QHX

Psolar þ Ppump þ Pother
(32)

The component electrical efficiencies for the PV module

and the PEM stack (based on DGrxn) are defined as Eq. (33),

where Psolar,PV is the total power of solar radiation incidence

on the PV cells. Here, Vmpp
PV and Impp

PV are the voltage and current

at the Maximum Power Point (MPP).

h
mpp
PV ¼ Vmpp

PV Impp
PV

Psolar;PV
hEC ¼ hFEredox

VEC;cell
(33)

Solution of numerical model

The numerical solution of the mixed differential-algebraic

model was accomplished with gPROMS ModelBuilder 5.1.1.

The standard solver (DAEBDF) based on Backward Differenti-

ation Formulas was used. The inbuilt PhysProp package was
used for all thermodynamic calculations not explicitly speci-

fied in the following section.
Parameters and input datasets

This model is based on a dataset taken from literature,

manufacturer datasheets and estimated from typical values

or empirical correlations. The key parameters are given in

Table 1, highlighting which parameters are design decisions.

The nominal hydrogen production power of the designed

system is approximately ~2 kW (based on enthalpy) for a

DNI ¼ 1000 Wm�2 which corresponds to an input solar power

of ~8.5 kW.

PV module

A summary of the key parameters and data sources used in

the PV model is given in Table 1. For readability, all the triple

junction PV electrical performance parameters are referenced

as Ref. [25] and in turn are taken from a range of sources

[30,61e65]. Other electrical (e.g. NPV,s, NPV,p, APV,cell) and ther-

mal (e.g. CHS, Dh, Across, Asurf etc.) properties were approxi-

mated based upon the Azur ADAMmodule [46]. In the absence

of pressure drop data or heat transfer coefficients, it was

assumed that there are 100 channels of dimensions

5.5� 1� 120mmseparated by copper fins of thickness 0.2mm

as this geometry leads to reasonable values for NuDh
& fDReDh

(following Ref. [35,36]) from which UHS/CW can be calculated.

UPV/HS was calculated based on the thermal conductivity of

the various constituent layers of the PV module (InGaP/

InGaAs/Ge PV cell, copper, Al2O3) assuming the thermal con-

ductivity of the triple junction is that of the thickest compo-

nent, Ge [32]. Correlations for the thermodynamic proprieties

for water were taken from literature (k [66], m [67], cp [68]).

Whilst the critical maximum cell temperature specification

varies between manufacturers, 100 �C is a commonly stated

value [32] and will be considered in this work.

Electrolyzer stack

AGiner ELX Pemi 16 cell stack (50 cm2 active nominal cell area)

was used as a guideline for the ascertainment of the ECmodel

parameters. As there is a wide range of exchange current

density reported in literature [18], particularly for the oxida-

tion reaction (10�13 to 10�3 [22,69,70]), themodel was validated

against experimental data. Values for io,a,ref, io,c,ref, lm, Rexternal

were determined using nonlinear least-squares data fitting.

The reference temperature in the equation for the tempera-

ture dependence of exchange current density (see Supporting

Information) is specified as 353.15 K and all the remaining

estimated parameters were taken from literature or the EC

datasheet. The fitted value for the degree of humidification lm

(¼18.2) was found to be within the expected range of 11e22

[71]. The key thermal property (UA)fluid,a was estimated from a

numerical study [38], using the inlet and outlet fluid temper-

atures, fluid flowrate and mean stack temperature. Realistic

estimates for (UA)fluid,a, (UA)fluid,c, Va,total, Vc,total, CEC are given

in Table 1.
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Table 1eOverview of keymodel parameters. Junction 1, 2 and 3 of the triple junction PV cell are abbreviated as j1, j2, and j3, respectively. The sources of the parameters is
listed with the following superscript nomenclature:1 Design decision,2 Estimate,3 Directly taken from,4 Typical value based on.

Symbol Description Value Unit Source

PV cell and module model:

NPV,s Number of triple junction PV cells in series in a single ‘string’ 24 e 1

NPV,p Number strings in parallel to make a PV module 4 e 1

APV,cell Area of single cell 1.04 cm2 [46]2

k1, k2, k3 Material constants (j1, j2, j3) 1.833 � 10�4, 2.195 � 10�3, 19.187 � 10�2 A m�2 K�4 [25]3

n1, n2, n3 Diode ideality factor (j1, j2, j3) 1.89, 1.59, 1.43 e [25]3

g1, g2, g3 Material constants (j1, j2, j3) 1.81, 1.86, 1.44 e [25]3

Rs Total series resistance of all junctions 0.023 U [25]3

i+sc;1, i
+
sc;2, i

+
sc;3 Short circuit current density at 298.15 K (j1, j2, j3) 126, 127, 190 A m�2 [25]3

mIsc,1, mIsc,2, mIsc,3 Temperature dependence coefficient for Isc (j1, j2, j3) 6.3 � 10�4, 6.3 � 10�4, 3.6 � 10�4 K�1 [25]2

fEg,1, fEg,2 Bandgap correction factor for j1 & j2 1.018, 1.192 eV [25]3

E+
g;GaP;E

+
g;InP;E

+
g;GaAs, E

+
g;InAs;E

+
g;Ge Bandgap of GaP, InP, GaAs, InAs, Ge at 0 K 2.857, 1.411, 1.519, 0.42, 0.7437 eV [25]3

aGaP, aInP, aGaAs, aInAs, aGe Material constant for GaP, InP, GaAs, InAs, Ge 5.771 � 10�4, 3.63 � 10�4, 5.405 � 10�4, 4.19 � 10�4, 4.774 � 10�4 eV K�1 [25]3

sGaP, sInP, sGaAs, sInAs, sGe Constant for GaP, InP, GaAs, InAs, Ge 372, 162, 204, 271, 235 K [25]3

UPV/HS Heat transfer coefficient PV to heat sink 40 kW m�2 K�1 2

fabs Fraction of light absorbed by PV 0.95 e [47e49]4

CHS Thermal mass 700 JK�1 [46]2

Dh Hydraulic diameter of channels 1.7 mm [46]2

Across Cross-sectional area of cooling channels 5.4 cm2 [46]2

Asurf Total heat transfer surface area of cooling channels 1600 cm2 [46]2

NuDh
Nusselt number (based on the hydraulic diameter) 5.3 e [35]2

fDReDh
Darcy friction factor � Reynolds number 78.0 e [35]2

(UA)HS/amb Heat transfer coefficient HS to ambient � area 10 WK�1 2

Electrolyzer cell and stack model:

NEC,s Number of cells in series 32 e 1

Asurf,cell Surface area of a single cell 50 cm2 [50]3

hF Faradaic efficiency 1 e 2

aa, ac Charge transfer coefficient 0.5, 0.5 e [51]4

Ea Anodic activation energy 40 kJ mol�1 [52e55]4

Ec Cathodic activation energy 20 kJ mol�1 [56, 51]4

dm Membrane thickness 100 mm [57]2

Rexternal External ohmic cell resistance 8.54 � 10�4 U [50]2

io,a,ref, io,c,ref Anodic & cathodic exchange current density at 353.15 K 5.93 � 10�3, 1.00 � 10�1 A cm�2 [50]2

lm Degree of membrane humidification 18.2 e [50]2

Va,total, Vc,total Anodic & cathodic chamber volume 800, 800 cm3 2

CEC Thermal mass 1000 JK�1 2

(UA)fluid,a Heat transfer coefficient to anodic chamber fluid 25 � NEC,s WK�1 [38]2

(UA)fluid,c Heat transfer coefficient to cathodic chamber fluid 10 � NEC,s WK�1 2

Solar dish model:

Ddish Dish diameter 3.3 m 1

rs Solar weighted reflectance 0.90 e [58]4

gdish Intercept factor 0.95 e [59]4

Pump and piping models:

hpump Pump efficiency 0.7 e [60]4

Lpipe Pipe length 10 m 2

dpipe Pipe inside diameter 0.01 m 2

εpipe Pipe roughness 1.5 mm 2
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Auxiliary components

The solar dish diameter was specified as 3.3 m so that at

DNI ¼ 1000 W m�2, 7.3 kW of power is delivered to the CPV

corresponding to a solar flux concentration ratio of 732.5 or

C ¼ 813.8 suns (according to the definition of AM1.5D). The

parabolic dish was assumed to be clean (hclean ¼ 1), of high

optical performance and made of an aluminum based

reflector (see Table 1).

Irradiance data and environmental conditions

The typical range of the Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) was

used based on experimental data collected at EPFL Lausanne

(SPN1 Sunshine Pyranometer). The DNI was varied between

500 and 1000 W m�2 to represent differing meteorological

conditions. The ambient temperature was assumed to be

constant: Tamb ¼ 20 �C.
Results and discussion

Steady-state sensitivity analysis

The position of the operating point of the integrated PV-EC

device is heavily dependent on the operating temperature of

both devices. In order to investigate this effect, only the PV

and EC electrical models were solved assuming TPV ¼ TEC as a

first assumption. Fig. 2a shows the PV and EC current-voltage

curves highlighting the operating point for various TPV, C, and

NEC,s. In a similar manner to Garcı́a-Valverde et al. [12], the

ratio of the number of EC cells to PV cells could be used as an

optimisation parameter for the coupling efficiency, that is

maximising the power transferred with respect to the

maximum power of the PV. For all cases simulated, the in-

crease in temperature reduces the operating voltage. For the

operating current, two contrasting behavior are observed
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dependent on the relative position of the operating point to

the Temperature Stationary Point (TSP) of the PV curve. We

define the TSP as the point where dIPV
dTPV

¼ 0 and is shown in

Fig. 2b where the TSP is found at lower voltages/higher cur-

rents than the maximum power point (MPP). For operating

voltages (Vop) lower than TSP voltage (VTSP), the current in-

creases moderately as the short circuit current increases with

temperature. Conversely, for Vop > VTSP the current decreases

significantly as the open circuit voltage decreases. This crude

analysis (TPV ¼ TEC) succinctly demonstrates the necessity for

an accurate thermalmodel due to the sensitivity of the system

performance to temperature.

Following this, the complete dynamic model was solved in

order to determine the PV and EC steady state temperatures

for various conditions through simulation over adequately

long timescales (i.e. ~1000s of seconds). As expected, the

operating temperatures increasewith decreasing flowrate and

at lower flowrates (<2 L min�1) a stronger rise in temperature

is observed (see in Fig. 3b for DNI ¼ 1000 W m�2). This strong

increase in temperature potentially poses a control challenge

which will be subsequently explored, as a small perturbation

in flowrate could lead to a large rise in operating temperature.

Furthermore, Fig. 3b shows that the temperature difference

between PV and EC is also a function of water flowrate (i.e.

difference increasing with increasing flow rate), due to the

changing effectiveness of the heat transfer to the water in the

PV heat sink.

For Fpump varying between 1 and 10 L min�1 and NEC,s be-

tween 28 and 40 (see Fig. 3a), the maximum efficiency is in the

range of ~16e21% and significantly contrasting behavior at

different coupling ratios (i.e. NEC,s/NPV,s) is observed. For

smallerNEC,s (e.g. NEC,s ¼ 28, 30, 32), themaximum efficiency is

obtained at the lowest permissible flowrates and therefore

highest operating temperatures. For higher coupling ratios

(e.g. NEC,s ¼ 34, 36, 38, 40) when the operating point is at higher

voltages than the maximum power point of the PV, the
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Fig. 3 e a) Hydrogen system efficiency vs. water flowrate for various NEC,s. b) The steady-state system temperatures (PV and

EC) vs.water flowrate for variousNEC,s. Additionally, the steady-state PV temperature resulting from electrical disconnection

is shown and is not dependent on NEC,s. c) Hydrogen efficiency vs. DNI for various NEC,s where water flowrate¼ 2 L min¡1. In

both a)&c) the red line denotes the respective operating conditions which maximize the efficiency for each NEC,s within

operational limits (i.e. TPV < 100�C and IEC > 15 A [50]). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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highest efficiencies are conversely found at higher flowrates

and therefore lower TPV. This behavior can be explained by the

previous discussion of Fig. 2a, where the effect of the increase

in short circuit current dominates over the decrease in open

circuit voltage for lower coupling ratios and vice-versa for

higher coupling ratios. For larger flow rates (5e10 L min�1), a

decrease in efficiency is again observed, resulting from the

increase in the pumping power adversely affecting the

efficiency.

Additionally, Fig. 3a shows that there is a significant

decrease in hH2
at higher coupling ratios for water flowrates

<2 L min�1. This leads to a larger fraction of solar irradiance

that is converted to heat and the significant resistance to heat

transfer leads to an increase in PV temperature, which can

further shift the operating point. This positive feedback loop

accentuates the control challenge at flowrates <2 L min�1 and

conceptually could lead to thermal runaway type situation

which is investigated further in the following discussion.

The sensitivity of the fuel conversion efficiency to the DNI

is shown in Fig. 3c and the observed behavior can be explained

by to the logarithmic dependence of the open circuit voltage

and linear dependence of the short circuit current with light

intensity (which shifts the maximum power point voltage)

while also considering a temperature effect (as the operating

temperatures are dependent on irradiance). This, in turn, af-

fects the voltageecurrent coupling of the PV and EC which

impacts the system efficiency accordingly (dependent on the

operating point relative to the TSP). As DNI increases, the TSP

shifts to lower potentials while the operating voltagemoves to

larger potentials (as current increases) whilst also considering

the increased operating temperatures which reduces the TSP

significantly and the operating point to a lesser extent. The

resulting general behavior is that increasing DNI leads to a

better coupling efficiency when Vop < VTSP (see NEC,s ¼ 28 in

Fig. 3c) up until Vop > VTSP where an increasing DNI leads to a

worse coupling efficiency (see NEC,s ¼ 40 in Fig. 3c).
System dynamics

Response to step changes
The system behaves dynamically due to the differential terms

in the energy and mass balances with accumulation terms

(Eq. (5), (19), (23) and (25)). The observed dynamic electrical

performance of the CPV and the EC originates from the

changes in their operating temperatures and pressures as

both electrical models respond instantaneously. We consid-

ered the major disturbance to be DNI and major controlled

variable to be the water flowrate. Various instantaneous step

changes in DNI and Fpump are made in order to investigate the

system dynamics.

Firstly, the system response to a step change in water

pump flowrate at constant DNI was investigated. Fig. 4 dem-

onstrates the system's non-linear behavior. The response

curve of the PV temperature is approximately first order

where the time constant depends on the water mass flowrate
_mCW. This dependence can be seen in the dynamics of the heat

sink temperature THS when expressed in a first order time

constant form by rearranging Eqs. (4), (5), (8) and (9):

t dTHS
dt þ THS ¼ fðtÞ where t ¼ CHS

3cp;CW _mCWþðUAÞHS
. Then, TPV ¼ f (THS,

Psolar,PV, VPV, IPV …) as given by Eqs. (7) and (4) and for minor

changes in operation point (i.e. VPVIPV ~ constant) TPV f THS.

This explains the hysteresis observed between positive and

negative steps in Fpump, as negative steps end on differing

values of Fpump (1, 2 L min�1) whereas positive steps end on

Fpump ¼ 3 L min�1.

The EC temperature follows a similar trends as discussed

for TPV with the addition of damped second order dynamics

observable in the first couple of seconds where the rate of

temperature rise is delayed. The differences in the dynamics

of TEC when DNI ¼ 500 and 1000 W m�2 are due to the fact

energymust first accumulate in the EC anodic chamber before

the temperature gradient between EC and anodic chamber
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Fig. 4 e System response to step changes in Fpump and DNI with NEC,s ¼ 32, both for various step sizes. a) & d) show the

normalized TPV response and b)& e) show the normalized TEC response. Negative step changes are shown in a)& b) whereas

positive step changes are shown in d) & e). The normalized temperature response is defined as (T(t) ¡ T (t ¼ ∞))/(T (t ¼ 0) ¡ T

(t ¼ ∞)). c) and f) show the current response for DNI ¼ 1000 W m¡2 and DNI ¼ 500 W m¡2, respectively.
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temperature rises and is therefore dependent on the inlet

enthalpy (which is dependent on DNI).

The response time of TPV is about 2e3 times as fast

compared to TEC (see Fig. 4). The response at DNI¼ 1000Wm�2

and a step change in Fpump from 3 to 1 L min�1 (orange un-

broken line in Fig. 4) is particularly notable as multiple phe-

nomena are observed. Initially, Vop < VTSP and when the PV

temperature rises faster than the EC temperature the short

circuit current increase leads to a small increase in current

(0e1.7 s) before the increase in TPV leads to the operating point

crossing the TSP (Vop > VTSP) and the reduction in open circuit

voltage dominating the electrical performance causing a

reduction in current (1.7e14 s). Next, as the temperature of EC

starts rising, the reduction in EC overpotentials dominates

leading to the current ultimately rising to the steady-state

value (14þ sec).

Following this, the trajectory of the operating point (in the

current-voltage domain) as a function of time for step changes

in Fpump and DNI is investigated for varying NEC,s. Fig. 5 dem-

onstrates the hysteresis in operating point trajectory due to

the contrasting time scales between the temperature

response of the PV and the EC (specifically, the PV temperature

responds faster). Additionally, Fig. 5 shows a PV temperature

overshoot for NEC,s ¼ 40 as the position of the electrical

coupling (i.e. right of MPP) makes it particularly sensitive to
temperature changes. Shown in Fig. 5c for the step decrease in

Fpump, the operating current passes through a minimum

before increasing to the steady-state value caused by the

delayed temperature increase in TEC. As the electric power

extracted increases, the PV heat transfer requirements

decrease leading to the ultimately lower TPV. This demon-

strates the highly coupled nature of operating conditions,

temperatures, and power. Correspondingly, the system

response to step changes in DNI can be seen in Fig. 6 where the

initial instantaneous change in operating point is caused by

the dependence of the PV short circuit current on the solar

concentration and which is then followed by a response

comparable to Fig. 5 caused by the thermal dynamics.

This analysis shows that dynamic effects are observed,

specifically operating temperatures stabilize within 1e2 min

for changes in DNI andwater flowrate, which is comparable to

the timescales of typical intermittent irradiance conditions.

This highlights the control challenge of stable operation under

cloudy conditions. However, the system is very responsive to

changes in DNI, as seen in Fig. 6 indicating that intermittent

conditions will not cause a significant reduction in H2 effi-

ciency. It is important to note that in this work a compara-

tively small electrolyzer (nominal power ~3 kW) was modeled

and a larger systemwould have slower thermal dynamics due

to the higher thermal inertia of the components. This could
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potentially represent a greater control challenge but the close

coupling of the EC and the solar dish CPV system limits the

size of the EC stack due to constraints in the feasible solar

parabolic dish areas and the diffuse nature of solar irradiance.

Pump failure and electrical disconnection
Of particular importance for the development of a suitable

operating procedure is how the system responds to major

deviation to normal operation such as water pump failure or

the electrical disconnection of the PV to the EC.

Pump failure leads to a surface temperature of the PV

greater than 100 �C within seconds at an approximately linear

rate of ~6 K s�1 when PV and EC are electrically coupled for

DNI ¼ 1000 W m�2. If the electrical power is not transferred

from the PV (i.e. disconnected) the rate is greater at ~9 K s�1.

The ramification of this is that high frequency monitoring of

the water flowrate and responsive control is mandatory to

ensure that the pump failure is detected quickly (<1 s) and the

reactor ismoved out of focus (~1� 3 s) or protected by a shield.

As all light absorbed by the PV module that is not removed

as work, will be converted to heat, electrical disconnection of

the PV to the EC may also lead to unacceptably high PV tem-

peratures, particularly for lower water flowrates. This

disconnection could occur due to failure of an electrical

connection/switch or accidental operator error. As shown in

Fig. 3b, the increase in disconnected PV temperature with

decreasing Fpump follows the same trend as when PV-EC are

connected but at a larger magnitude. I.e. TPV when discon-

nected at Fpump¼2 Lmin�1 is 96 �C (compared to TPV¼ 71 �C for

the connected case for NEC,s ¼ 32), and passes an unsupport-

able 100 �C at Fpump ¼ 1.8 L min�1. Analogous to the issue of

pump failure, electrical disconnection will also require

monitoring and response (i.e. the dish moved out of focus and

maximum water flowrate applied) within comparably fast

time scales (<3 s).

Assessing feasibility of thermal runaway
In the steady-state analysis, it was shown that a reduction in

PV electrical power causes an increase in the heat required to

be dissipated which leads to increased TPV. It was speculated

that a thermal runaway situation could occur when the

operating point voltage was higher than the TSP voltage, as an
Fig. 5 e The trajectory of the operating point for varying NEC,s for

250 s) and DNI ¼ 1000 W m¡2 is shown in a), b) & c). Each marke

trajectory from the starting point (t ¼ 0 s) denoted by a black cir

shown in d).
increase in temperature could reduce the open circuit voltage

and the intersection point of the PV and EC curves would

reduce the electrical power of the PV, which further increases

the PV temperature and thereby creating a feedback loop.

In order to investigate the stability of this temperature

accentuating effect, Fig. 7 was constructed in a manner

equivalent to a Semenov diagram, which is typically used in

the stability analysis of thermal runaway scenarios. The

theoretical amount of heat generated in the PV versus the

theoretical amount of heat removed was plotted for different

PV temperatures (assuming all other temperatures remain at

the steady-state operating point).

This analysis shows that for all intersecting points (which

can represent a stable or unstable steady-state solution) in

Fig. 7, the gradient of Qout at a given TPV is larger than the

gradient of Qin, indicating a stable equilibrium state. Essen-

tially, an infinitely small perturbation in TPV will lead to more

heat being dissipated than generated and so the operating

point will return to the stable solution. Given the form of the

equations and that the maximum amount of heat into the

system corresponds to the total solar input (i.e. no electrical

power extracted), there will be no unstable solutions (as the

gradient of Qin cannot be greater than Qout). This analysis as-

sumes that a diode is used to prevent reverse current flow so

that the EC cannot operate in reverse (i.e. fuel cell mode). In a

diode-less scenario, unstable thermal runaway may be

possible as the maximum amount of heat in is no longer

constrained to Psolar and will include the electrical power from

reverse operation dissipated as heat in the PV. This is only

anticipated to happen at impermissibly high TPV as a signifi-

cant change in the open circuit voltage and respective oper-

ating point is required to obtain a significant reverse current.

Regardless, prevention of any reverse current using a diode is

highly recommended.

Therefore, whilst this analysis has demonstrated that this

phenomenon is stable (TPV will remain bounded), the reduc-

tion in power does significantly increase the heat dissipation

requirements for larger values of NEC,s (cf. gradient of Qin for

NEC,s ¼ 32 vs. NEC,s ¼ 40 in Fig. 7). Consequently, it is concluded

that operation with a slightly lower EC to PV cell ratio than the

efficiency optimum (i.e at the TSP and to the left of the MPP in

Fig. 2b) is desirable for directly coupled systems without DC-
a step change in Fpump (3 / 1 at 50 s and 1 / 3 L min¡1 at

r is spaced at 5 s intervals and the arrows show direction of

cle. The corresponding PV and EC temperature changes are
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Fig. 6 e The trajectory of the operating point for varying NEC,s for a step change in DNI (1000 / 500 at 50 s and

500 / 1000 W m¡2 at 250 s) and Fpump ¼ 3 L min¡1 is shown in a), b) & c). Each marker is spaced at 10 s intervals and the

arrows show direction of trajectory from the starting point (t ¼ 0 s) denoted by a black circle. The corresponding PV and EC

temperature changes are shown in d).
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Fig. 7 e Semenov diagram of heat in and heat out of CPV

module used to assess thermal stability of the operating

points assuming DNI ¼ 1000 W m¡2. Line style indicates

directionality of heat in/out of PV, color indicates NEC,s. The

6 intersection points, for Fpump of 1, 2, 4 L min¡1 and

NEC,s ¼ 32 and 40 are shown as colored markers. (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure

legend, the reader is referred Web version of this article.)
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DC power conversion for both control and long term resilience

to the life-time degradation in electrical performance.

Furthermore, if the PV temperature range is less constrained

by the risk of a drop in operating power causing the PV tem-

perature to exceed a critical value (i.e. 100 �C), heat can be

extracted at higher temperatures (cf. efficiency maximum in

Fig. 3a for lower NEC,s).

Opportunities for co-generation of heat and power

Given that a large fraction of the solar energy is converted to

heat, integration with a process that requires heat will enable

significant efficiency gains in a manner analogous to a PV-

thermal collector or a combined heat and power plant. This
concept has been previously experimentally demonstrated for

similar systems, by Tembhurne et al. [8] (where there was a

higher degree of thermal integration: PV and EC in monolithic

stack where cooling water passes over front of solar cell) and

by Tabanjat et al. [17] (where DC-DC power conversion was

used and unconcentrated solar light was used with a single

junction silicon PV module). In order to demonstrate the po-

tential for waste heat utilisation of the integrated system, the

maximum amount of thermal power that can be extracted

above a given temperature is calculated. This corresponds to

an ideal heat exchanger (effectiveness ¼ 1).

The Sankey diagram, shown in Fig. 8 for example operating

conditions, visualizes the transfer and conversion of power

through the process whilst highlighting energetic losses. Sig-

nificant energetic losses from the process are observed in the

optics (i.e. absorbed, not intercepted and reflected at PV sur-

face) and wasted heat (i.e. waste heat at low temperatures)

whereas, whilst the PV performance is state-of-the-art, there

is significant exergy destruction in the conversion of solar

energy to electricity in the PV (i.e. 65.5% of the light is con-

verted to heat). Furthermore, as the pumping power modeled

here is small relative to the output fuel and heat powers (e.g.

for 1.5 and 10 L min�1, Ppump ¼ ~0.35 and ~25 W respectively),

the pumping power through the CPV and EC is neglected in

Fig. 8 without introducing a significant error. However, it is

important to note that accurate calculate of the pumping

power is not the focus of this study and that the system

pressure drop (DP z 0.1 bar for the example shown in Fig. 8)

will be a significant underestimate as the complete systems

will comprise of multiple auxiliary component, such as heat

exchangers, valves, gas separators etc..

As the system temperature depends on operating condi-

tions, notably water flowrate (in agreement with Ref. [8,17]),

and the EC output temperature dictates the exergetic quality

of the heat, low water flowrates will be required to extract the

greatest amount of useful heat. This system efficiency hsys

dependence on flowrate can be seen in Fig. 9. This displays the

significant co-generation system efficiency gains achievable

assuming all heat above various temperatures (40, 50, 60,

70 �C) is utilized, for varying DNI conditions. Given that for

NEC,s ¼ 32 the intersection of the PV and EC curves in Fig. 2a

lies to the left of the TSP, hH2
remains comparatively constant
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Fig. 8 e Sankey diagram of the solar-to-hydrogen & heat co-generation system for an example configuration and operating

conditions (Fpump ¼ 1.5 L min¡1, NEC,s ¼ 32, DNI ¼ 1000 W m¡2). Pumping power is not shown.
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for all water flowrates in contrast to when the operating point

is to the right of the TSP (NEC,s ¼ 36, 38, 40 in Fig. 3a). This

indicates that for a co-generation system which requires high

operating temperatures to maximize thermal efficiency, it is

necessary to match the PV to EC ratio accordingly to optimize

hH2
at maximum allowable temperature. According to Fig. 3a,

this could impose a ~5% reduction in the optimum hH2
for a

specific NEC,s from ~21% to ~20%, but will permit lower flow-

rates and higher fluid outlet temperatures of up to ~70 �C,
indicating the intrinsic compromise between maximising

thermal power and hydrogen output. Furthermore, the water

flowrate which optimizes the co-generation efficiency

changes with DNI conditions, which suggests that water

flowrate control would be an effective way to stabilize diurnal

heat production.
Conclusions

A comprehensive dynamic model of a solar fuel processing

system made of a thermally-integrated CPV-EC device utiliz-

ing a solar parabolic dish has been introduced. This included
Fig. 9 e System efficiency of co-generation of fuel and heat

vs. water flowrate for NEC,s ¼ 32 and two values of DNI (500

and 1000 W m¡2) assuming all heat above specified

temperature is useful.
the mass, energy and momentum continuity equations for

components critical to the coupled dynamic behavior i.e. PV,

EC, pump, piping, and solar dish. Both electricalmodels for the

PV and EC were temperature dependent and coupled to the

respective thermal model. The behavior of an example

implementation was then simulated using gPROMS, where

the nominal H2 production ratewas ~2 kWand relevantmodel

parameters were estimated or taken from literature.

A steady state analysis highlighted the impact of operating

conditions and device configuration on the resulting system

performance. In particular, contrasting behavior in response

to temperature changes for varying numbers of series con-

nected ECs was observed where either the temperature

dependence of the short circuit current or the open circuit

voltage would dominate the resulting performance. Solar-to-

hydrogen system efficiencies in the range of 16e21% were

predicted (with production rates of ~40 � 55gH2
h�1 at DNI of

1000 W m�2).

The system dynamic response was then simulated. This

revealed that the behavior of the operating temperatures was

mostly linear whereas for the electrical parameters of

directly-coupled PV-EC, i.e. voltage and current, showed

complex non-linear behavior. Upon closer inspection, the

observed hysteresis in the electrical operating point was

induced by the system thermal dynamics and, for the

considered example system, the simulated dynamics are

responsive enough (within 1e2 min) to envisage operating

under challenging intermittent conditions.

Given the maximum operating temperature of the PV

(TPV < 100 �C), it is imperative to understand the negative ef-

fects of process deviations and the timescales at which a

control systemwould have to respond. For both, pump failure

and sudden electrical disconnection, changes to the control

strategy should be implemented in seconds and therefore

high frequency and reliable temperature monitoring is

mandatory. Additionally, operating temperatures rapidly rise

at lower flowrates (<2 L min�1) and a temperature enhancing

feedback mechanism was identified where an increase in the

PV temperature causes a decrease in the operating point

power leading to higher PV heat dissipation requirements. We

demonstrated that, whilst undesirable, this phenomena does

not behave like the classical thermal ‘run-away’ process as the

temperature remains bounded assuming a reserve current

inhibiting diode is installed. However, in order to ensure safe
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operation at high temperatures, the operating voltage should

remain at lower voltages than the TSP voltage.

Finally, the potential for co-generation of the simultaneous

heat and fuel generation was found to be very promising,

where avenues for future research, such as the development

of demand matching control strategies, were identified.
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